poster instructions:

All poster dimensions are **24 x 36 inches** and will be displayed vertically.

**Template:**
The provided template is for guidance. Your poster does not have to follow the current template. However, the header and footer should follow this template.

**Text:**
Replace the text boxes with the your project’s relevant information. You are welcome to use language from your application’s project description.

**Font, Color, and Text Sizes:**

*Century Gothic* is the only font used in the poster. The provided colors in the template should be followed for all in-poster text.

The font sizes are as follows:

- Title - 104 pt
- Location - 57.5 pt
- Subheader - 41 pt
- In-poster Text - 14 pt
- School/Sponsor - 28 pt
- Participants/Sponsor names - 22.685 pt

**Images:**
All images must be high resolution (at least **200dpi**). You may include as many images as you like. Adding captions is optional, but recommended.

**Saving the document:**
All posters must be saved as a **JPG or TIFF at 300 dpi**.

Please note: the DAAP Photo Lab will only print JPG or TIFF!

Send completed posters to Ian Vanness at vannesdi@mail.uc.edu be printed.
poster examples:

Clifton Area Neighborhood School
Cincinnati, Ohio

Rethinking Emergency Exits
Cincinnati, Ohio

A Women's History of HIV in America
Chicago, Brooklyn, Chapel Hill

THE WELCOME PROJECT
cincinnati, ohio